January 2016 Assignments
Bible Study
I am lining up a teacher from Precept Ministries to come and teach your gals how to study the Word. I
will give you more details soon.

Labor Complications
In looking through the text books, it has come down to which one has the best coverage of the subject.
To be honest Anne Frye’s book has the best, but it takes awhile to understand how she lays things out in
her textbook just like the lab book. So for this year we can use Varney’s and Myles with some help from
Hearts and Hands, and Ina May’s book. We can discuss this more thoroughly at the Skill Session. Myles
has an excellent presentation for the baby so we’ll use that when we get to fetal presentation. We will use
January, February, and March for Labor Complications. April for 3rd Stage complications, and May for
Newborn complications.

January 3rd–9th
In Varney’s, please read Previous Cesarean Section, Preterm Labor/Birth, Premature Rupture of
Membranes. Let’s continue to use Jenn Folz’s format on complications. Please write out a format for
each one as though you are setting up your protocols. Please look up each complication in Hearts and
Hands (H&H). In Ina May’s book, please read the chapter 3 on Pain/Pleasure Riddle.

January 10th–16th
In Varney’s please read Amnionitis and Chorioamnionits, Group B Streptococcus, Umbilical Cord
Prolapse. Please again look this up in H&H and write out format as above. Finish Chapter 3 in Ina
May’s book.

January 17th–23rd
Skill Session

January 24th–30th
In Varney’s please read Cephaliopelvic Disproportion (CPD), Deep Transverse Arrest, and Uterine
Dysfunction. Please follow up in H&H, and read chapter 4 in Ina May’s book.

Reams
January 3rd–9th
Please watch the next two videos on the Reams. Please take notes and write down questions.

January 10th–16th
Please watch the next two videos. Again take notes. I can turn questions in if I don’t know the answer
so please don’t hesitate to ask questions.

January 17th–24th
Skill Session. I will have each of you do three tests. Please have your paper work ready (the questionaire
forms that should be downloaded) as I will go over the questions to ask to person being tested. I don’t
want to go over all the questions, but we can go over the basic ones.
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3rd Year

January 24th–30th
Please continue to watch the next two videos.

Functional Blood Chemistry
Please finish the charts first and then we will go through each test in the Pregnancy Panel. In the mean
time I will put down what the 2nd year is doing for lab.
This semester we are going to take the normal pregnancy values and then learn the normal range in
the pregnancy lab panel and what the test represents both with the medical understanding, and the
Functional Blood Chemistry.

January 3rd–9th
Please review what tests to order in pregnancy and when to order, pg. 30-31. These are the absolute
basic tests. Please make up a document that you will include in your protocols. Please have this ready
to show me at the skills session.

January 10th–16th
Please read pages 34-47. Please write your notes and explain at the skill session what each urine test
represents.

January 17th–23rd
Skill Session We will go over how to set up the full pregnancy panel and set up your own documents
for the lab.

January 24th–30th
Read the following tests in Blood Chemistry and CBC analysis: Blood Glucose, Hemoglobin A1C,
Triglycerides, Cholesterol as explained in the skill session. Start your documents.

